Struggling to stay awake during university management meetings? Is the fuzzy management speak dumbing you down? Let University Management Bingo keep you sharp!

How to play University Management Bingo:

1. Every time you hear one of the words on this card in a university meeting, you should **cross it off**. You can only cross off words once. Conjunctions and combinations, such as “perform-ance” or “top-sector”, also count as a hit. Hence the game requires attention, which will **keep you alert**.
2. As you cross off the last word on your card, you immediately shout “**BINGO!**” at the top of your voice. The game also requires enthusiasm and some nerve.
3. Be prepared to explain your behaviour to others. University Management Bingo is a **social game**.
4. **Tally the number of meetings** it took to complete your card. Empathically compare scores with colleagues. If you can score all terms in one meeting, you get “**Double University Management Bingo!**” (“**DUMBO!**”) and have earned our deeply felt compassion.
5. If somebody claims “there is no alternative” in response to the game, you score a **BONUS POINT**. You can subtract this from your meeting tally below.

Number of meetings to Bingo: